Favorite characters from classic stories introduce the grammar through the story dialog.

Learn presents the grammar and vocabulary of the unit in separate stages: Learn 1, 2 & 3.

Easy-to-use lettered sequence.

Grammar tables show formal usage and sentence construction.

NEW Songs & chants feature on-the-page activities plus karaoke tracks.

Interleaved practice pages connect four-skills practice.

On-the-page instructions are given for activity practice.

Three grammar targets per unit plus over 1000 vocabulary items across six levels.
Students model input and demonstrate activities

Four-line staves show ascends and descends in writing skills

Episode 2 of the story features all the unit grammar in a familiar context

Act out adds role-play to speaking practice

Practice provides picture talk Q & A

The test features review of listening, reading and writing skills

Have Fun reviews the grammar targets of the unit
A review every two units guides students in Q & A and role-play.

The Online Learning Center hosts practice activities for every unit to increase student exposure to English outside of class.

Students can review and practice all vocabulary items and grammar patterns through a variety of listening, speaking and dictation exercises.